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What Just Happened? 

Notes from workshops with New International Encounter (NIE) 

November 2021 

 
This pack is a reminder for all those who took part of some of the things we did. 

The notes are made with a ‘short-hand’. They are not intended as a ‘how to’ guide 

hopefully they may be useful for those who did not take part.  
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Actor/Group Exercises 

 

1. Warmups 
- Keepy Uppy – Not using hands on every fifth hit of the ball.   

- Name tag/Mr.Catch – Tag another player before they have time to call out 

someone else’s name. If they call out another person’s name before they 

are tagged, then the person whose name they call becomes the catcher. 

- Cat & Mouse – One person to be cat, & the other the mouse. Everyone else 

in pairs find a space in the room, linking arms with their partner. Cat must 

catch the mouse. The mouse tries to escape by running round the room or 

by linking arms with one of the pairs. The player on the end then becomes 

the mouse & the chase continues. If the mouse is caught, then the cat 

becomes the mouse.  

- Skipping – In teams, in pairs, different numbers of jumps, looking for timing 

together. 
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2. Chorus/Ensemble work 
The focus of these exercises is to find Complicité or connection with each other, 

through timing, eye-contact & rhythm. 
- Volley Ball – use names instead of a ball, try with just one team as a chorus. 

- Chair Game – Play as a whole group all sitting on chairs. One chair is empty, 

one person starts from the other side of the room & tries to sit on the empty 

chair. The rest of the group work as a together to stop them sitting by 

moving to sit in the chair.  

- 4 Corners/Cook the Goose – 4 people sit on chairs in a square. 1 person 

sits on a chair in the middle. The people on the 4 corners try to swap places 

with each other without the person in the middle taking their chair. Score 2 

pts for each swap, & 5 pts for a diagonal. If the 4 reach 20pts, the goose is 

cooked & the game ends. Variation: play in pairs trying to stay together, not 

by linking arms but through good timing/complicité between the pair. 

- Moving together – Group spreads out around the room. Play in silence 

tuning in to each other. 2 people move at a time and stop together, then 3 

people, then 4, 5, 6, 7. Aim to listen & work together.  

- Balancing the plate – Group stands in a circle & imagine the circle is a plate 

balancing on a pivot. A person enters onto the plate & someone opposite 

must enter to balance the plate & mirror their movements. Start by working 

in pairs but progress to 3 or more people playing.  
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3. Games for Playing Major/Minor 

 
The aim is to find the pleasure to win the game. And to share that pleasure with an 

audience, and to use the élan of pleasure to play in major. This is a good energy to 

take the focus on the stage. 

 
- Tail Game. Aim to steal the tail from your friend. If you steal the tail, you are 

in major & can enjoy the pleasure of winning & taunt your friend. Play in a 

group of 4/5 or in pairs. Play as an improvisation, not speaking about the 

game but using that as a subtext. 

-  

- Prisoner & the guard. 2 prisoners sit on chairs facing one another. 2 guards 

stand behind & wink at the prisoner opposite who tries to escape from the 

guard. The guard can stop the escape of the prisoner by tapping him on the 

back. If the prisoner escapes, he scores a point & can play in major for the 

audience.  
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4. Story from the game 
The focus here is to find story through playing the game. The story, the 

atmosphere & the characters emerge from within the game. 

 

Grandmothers’ footsteps/Babushka – variations on the traditional game to 

find story from action, costume & the staging/mise-en-scène. 

 
i)  People must sit on the chair & lie on the floor before winning.  Look for 

the moments of failure as well as success. The audience like to see the 

moment when the fortunes of a character change.  

ii) As above but change the mise-en-scène so the play is across the 

audience rather than towards the audience. Players must find moments to 

share their pleasure with the audience & learn when & how they are in 

focus. 

 

(iii) Play as above, but straight to the audience.  Putting on 2 pieces of 

costume (nicely & in the proper way). Costume can include props in 

pockets. If a performer gets a piece of costume on without being caught by 

Grandmother, she/he can keep it on.  

 

iv) Add music via a band outside of the game. Look for ways in & out of 

story, using music/change of atmosphere to find narrative. Music in tune 

with what is happening on stage. Sometimes the music drives the action, 

and the action needs to catch up – or vice-versa. 

 

v) With music inside the game and with costume. Playing as an ensemble. 
Play the game in 2 parts.  

1. Find an instrument, use this bit to find each other & the world of the 

game.  

2. Find the rhythm/tune together.  Work together to win the game.  
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5. Working with an object 

A Design workshop.  

4 groups of 5 – each group has an object.  

Group creates characters who live in and around object. Build story from the 

object.  What is it about the object that transforms, that changes the atmosphere 

or the world? Where does it take you? How do you transition into another world? 

What is different about the tempo or the emotion of that? 

Both the above exercises can be used to help a designer find shape, harmony, 

discord, pattern, colour, composition & balance in the mise-en-scène, & in how the 

characters are costumed.  
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6. Performance/clowning exercises 
 

What Does the Audience Want to See? 

1 group goes out of the room. 

Audience decides what they would like to see. 

A Location. An activity. A person who does something. 

Actors must provide with what the audience want… they have to arrive at the 

result. This is about listening to the audience. 

The audience point and applaud when they get close the action.  

The stand & applaud if they get it spot on.  

It’s to find what the audience likes. 

 

Who does the audience like? 

5 actors take the stage.  

They compete for the audience’s attention.  

The audience points at the one who has their attention. 

 

Building tension 

Group are camping in the forest. They are scared by the noise around.  

Clowning to find the timing.  
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Workshops with children 
 

1. What makes a good workshop? 

- Fun – enjoyment & excitement 

- Art – authentic experience to create something new & conditions to make 

that happen eg. Quiet focussed time to write a story 

- Management – clear instructions with children understanding what they 

need to do & how long to do it. Ensuring each step is managed before the 

next is taken together. A sign for everyone to be quiet. 

- Relevant – linking to children’s lives 

- Inclusive – checking children can (are able) take part, & finding alternatives 

if this is difficult  

- Connection – space to chat & have a conversation 

- Time-keeping – ensuring you get through the key activities in good time 

with some space for questions or reflections at the end 

 

2. Example of workshop introduction 

1. Intro. This is the objective. Our contract with you. We invite you to write a story 

& we will perform that for you next week. 

2. Treat you as artists. We will give you an opportunity to write what you want. Own 

your story. 

3. We are interested to find out about your local area & what has happened? 
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3. What makes a good story?  Suggested key elements to highlight when 

setting a story-writing task.  

- A beginning, a middle, an end 

- Something happens, something changes 

- An atmosphere 

- A character, someone who is changed by what happens 

- A title 

Write in your own bubble, ask for help if you need it. 

Inclusion tips. Can I write your story if you tell it to me?  

You can’t think of a story, I can, can you guess what my story is? 

 

4. Making a map of the local area 

- Start with recognisable outline of the area with key features 

- Add a place, a person, or a memory 

- Add what you did/ what you wished you did, what you enjoy (well-being) 

 

 
 

5. Workshop exercises in school (ice-breakers) 

- Sun shines on 

- I Get Funky - Lucy's warm up.  

- 'Follow the leader' - Morgan's non-verbal exercise. Leader being biggest 

clown in room gives permission, inclusive to all. 
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- ‘Mr. President’ – Eleanor’s game where one person in the middle or a circle 

of people is Mr. President. He is protected by a bodyguard. Aim is to throw 

the ball to eliminate the President who can also throw the ball at the people 

in the circle & eliminate them.  

- ‘Don't clap this one back’ – Saied’s game. A clapping rhythm is used to get 

the kids attention/focus used throughout workshop. 

- Share your own story. Mateus acting out story including fantasy - giving kids 

inspiration and permission to imagine  

- Detective game (working out who is leading the movements in a circle). 

Quiet, good for focus  

- Round in a circle, saying names with action (giving the action of a wave so 

kids who were nervous could join in). This can be quite challenging for 

children who do not like the spotlight, so best not to lead with this.  

- Saying names one by one in a circle, as though throwing a pebble into a 

pond. 

- Life Story in 60 seconds - get to know each other fast (this one is more for 

adults) 
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